An important task in the machine reading of biochemical events expressed in biomedical texts is correctly reading the polarity, i.e., attributing whether the biochemical event is a promotion or an inhibition. Here we present a novel dataset for studying polarity attribution accuracy. We use this dataset to train and evaluate several deep learning models for polarity identification, and compare these to a linguistically-informed model. The best performing deep learning architecture achieves 0.968 average F1 performance in a five-fold cross-validation study, a considerable improvement over the linguistically informed model average F1 of 0.862.
Introduction
Recent advances in information extraction (IE) have resulted in high-precision, high-throughput systems tailored to the reading of biomedical scientific publications (Valenzuela-Escárcega et al., 2018; Peng et al., 2017; Quirk and Poon, 2016; Kim et al., 2013; Björne and Salakoski, 2013; Hakala et al., 2013; Bui et al., 2013, inter alia) . This, in turn, has resulted in the use of machine reading systems as the foundation of more complex, higher-level inference applications in specific domains such as cancer research (ValenzuelaEscárcega et al., 2018) .
However, the presence of noise in pipelined systems that use IE as an initial component may seriously hinder the quality of downstream results. In particular, biomedical research literature is prone to noise caused by the mischaracterization of the polarity (e.g., promotion vs. inhibition) of biochemical interactions. This is the focus of this work.
The identification of polarity in the biomedical domain is complicated by the fact that the language used is often hedged through multiple negations to stay closer to the complex biology underneath. For example, consider the statement: The inactivation of Bad is sufficient to antagonize p38 MAPK. Under the (simplified but commonly used) representation of polarized interactions, a naive IE system would extract a negative interaction between the two proteins: Bad inhibits p38 MAPK, due to the presence of the negative predicate antagonize. However, a more careful reading of this text indicates that the better representation for this extraction is a positive interaction: Bad promotes p38 MAPK, 1 due to the interaction of two predicates with negative semantics, inactivation and antagonize. This situation is exacerbated by the fact that statements in this domain may contain three and even four inter-related predicates that affect polarity (as observed in Section 8).
This paper analyzes the identification of polarity of biomedical interactions, from the perspective of multiple possible methods. In particular, the contributions of this work are:
(1) We introduce a novel dataset that annotates the polarity of biomedical interactions. The dataset comes in multiple variants. A first variant was derived using distant supervision (DS) (Mintz et al., 2009 ) by aligning a knowledge base (KB) of protein interactions (Perfetto et al., 2015) with the outputs of a machine reader (ValenzuelaEscárcega et al., 2018) . This dataset contains 52,779 promotion and 35,177 inhibition interactions. To account for the noise introduced through the DS process, we provide a second variant of this dataset consisting of a sample of the full dataset that was manually curated by domain experts. We divide this sample into an Easy partition where the IE system initially agreed with the KB, and a Challenge partition where the IE system's extractions conflicted with the KB. These manuallycurated partitions contain 62 and 67 data points, respectively.
(2) We compare several approaches for polarity identification, including a linguistically-informed method (Valenzuela-Escárcega et al., 2018) , and several deep learning (DL) approaches. The DL methods incorporate: (a) multiple sequence models that capture the text before/after arguments/predicate, (b) attention models, and (c) explicit features from the linguistically-informed method. Our analysis indicates that: (a) the simpler DL methods perform better than the more complicated ones, (b) all DL approaches outperform the standalone linguistically-informed method, and (c) the difference between the two strategies grows larger with the complexity of the text.
Related work
The rate of scientific publishing has grown substantially each year, reaching a level that exceeds the human capacity to read and process. For example, PubMed, a search engine of biomedical publications 2 now indexes over 25 million papers, 17 million of which were published between 1990 and the present. Domain-agnostic approaches, such as open information extraction (OpenIE) (Angeli et al., 2015) can begin to mitigate this by extracting information in the form of relation triples. However the widely varied language used by authors means that extractions can be difficult to aggregate and utilize.
On the other hand, there have been significant efforts to develop domain-specific information extraction approaches that are tailored to scientific publications. These approaches range from rulebased to machine learning-based, and hybrid approaches (Valenzuela-Escárcega et al., 2018; Peng et al., 2017; Quirk and Poon, 2016; Kim et al., 2013; Björne and Salakoski, 2013; Hakala et al., 2013; Bui et al., 2013) .
On top of the extractions produced by these methods, causal influence crucially relies on the polarity of the influence interactions, i.e., whether 2 http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed one factor promotes or inhibits another factor. Biological models have been assembled from these interactions and used for domain-specific applications (Gyori et al., 2017) . Here we propose an approach for automatically detecting this polarity.
Polarity detection has been explored in several other natural language processing tasks, perhaps most notably in sentiment analysis (e.g., Pang et al., 2008; Liu, 2012; Liu and Zhang, 2012) , where the polarity of a text is measured on a spectrum from negative to positive sentiment. Similarly, in Wilson et al. (2005) , the authors frame the problem of extracting opinion polarity explicitly as a sentiment analysis task. Our work is similar in spirit, but it focuses on the polarity of scientific statements. In (Lauscher et al., 2017) , the authors investigate the polarity polarity of citations within the context of bibliometric analysis. In contrast, our work addresses the polarity of content, i.e., events extracted from the biomedical literature.
To summarize, our approach is inspired by this previous work, but it differs in two ways: first, we focus on statements in the biomedical domain, and, second, we extract polarity for specific, structured events rather than unstructured texts.
3 Linguistically-informed polarity identification approach
In preliminary analyses, we observed that the arguments of biomedical events are generally correctly identified, but the polarity of the interactions is often incorrect due to the complex language used (see, for example, the example in Section 1). Based on this observation, all the methods introduced in this paper assume that an unlabeled event is provided, e.g., Bad interacts with p38 MAPK, and the methods then label the event with a polarity type, e.g., Bad promotes p38 MAPK. The first method analyzed, which extends the approach in Valenzuela-Escárcega et al. (2018) , relies on linguistic cues. The approach takes the following steps:
1. First, it extracts the syntactic dependency path between the participants in the interaction.
2. Then, the path is expanded to include modifiers of the words along the above path.
3. Finally, the method counts the number of polarity-carrying words and affixes (Bach- Figure 1 : Example of the linguistically-informed approach. From the syntactic dependency tree, the approach extracts the shortest undirected path between the participants in the interaction, Bad and p38 MAPK: nsubj:xsubj> dobj>, where the > and < markers indicate the direction of a dependency arc. Then, the path is extended with modifiers of the elements on the path: amod< nsubj:xsubj> mark< dobj> compound<. (The complete path is highlighted and the negative words are underlined.) Lastly, the approach counts the number of polaritycarrying words along this path. An odd number indicates negative event polarity; otherwise the polarity is positive. In this example, the polarity is positive because there is an even number of polarity words: inactivated and antagonize.
man et al., 2018) from a defined lexicon. This lexicon contains 33 elements, such as "inhibition" and "loss". The event is labeled with negative polarity (inhibits) if the count of these words is odd. Otherwise, the polarity of the event is positive (promotes). Figure 1 shows a walkthrough of this algorithm for the sentence Inactivated Bad is sufficient to antagonize p38 MAPK, which contains an event connecting the two entities Bad and p38 MAPK.
Step 2 of this algorithm is crucial, as many polaritycarrying words, e.g., inactivated, do not appear along the syntactic dependency path between the event arguments, but rather modify terms on the path. We extended the original algorithm in Valenzuela-Escárcega et al. (2018) as follows:
• We made the polarity lexicon caseinsensitive.
• We changed the algorithm to match the words in the polarity lexicon only if they occur as a full word or as a prefix, instead of any substring of a word. For example, in the text Reduction of triglyceride synthesis without affecting ALLN-inhibitable protease, the original algorithm generates a false positive by matching inhibit in ALLN-inhibitable.
• We handle verb particles, which were ignored in the original algorithm. For example, in the text The Wip1 gene is overexpressed by switching off p53, the polarity of the interaction cannot be detected from the predicate alone (switching) without its attached particle (off).
• We adjusted the polarity lexicon, e.g., we removed target; and we added the suffix -KD (Bachman et al., 2018) , which stands for knockdown.
Deep learning polarity identification approaches
We propose several deep learning approaches for the classification of event polarity. In general, all proposed approaches use recurrent neural network (RNN) architectures, which incorporate both lexical and structural information into the learning process by considering one or more sequences of words from the source sentence for the given event.
In each of the RNN model variants we investigate, the input sentence is represented as a sequence of word embeddings. Every word w t triggers a recurrent state that generates a hidden vector h t , which encodes information about the input word subsequence 1..t. The output of the RNN is a sequence {h t } of hidden vectors, one for each of the input words. The hidden vector sequence is then aggregated using one of a couple of different strategies (as described in the next two sub-sections), and then passed forward as the input to a multi-layer perceptron (MLP) that performs binary classification of the event's polarity: positive or negative.
Because our approach applies to biochemical events, we use the result of the underlying IE method to encode the predicate of the event, or its trigger, as a feature in the MLP. That is, if the trigger belongs to the lexicon of positivepolarity terms, such as promotes or activates, the network uses this as evidence for positive polarity. Conversely, if the trigger belongs to the negative-polarity lexicon, such as inhibits, the trigger is evidence of negative polarity. We use the same dictionary of polarity-carrying words as the linguistically-informed method.
We investigated two families of architectures: (a) passing the entire input sentence to a single recurrent network, and (b) splitting the sentence into several semantic segments and passing these fragments to independent RNNs (see Figure 2 ). We describe these approaches in the next two subsections.
Single-segment architecture
For this variant of the architecture, we consider the input sequence, consisting of the span of text that belongs to the event as a single unit, and take the last vector of the hidden sequence as input to the MLP, discarding the rest of the sequence's hidden states. The output of the MLP directly labels the polarity of the event on top of this hidden state vector.
Four-segment architecture
The structure of the biochemical events modeled here have the following elements: controller (or cause), trigger (or predicate), and controlled (or theme). These elements are text-bounded and partition the source sentence into four regions: a window of text before the controller, up to three words, the text between the controller and the trigger, the text between the trigger and the controlled and the window of text after the controlled. If the trigger appears before or after both, controller and controlled (i.e. the phosphorylation of ERK by MEK), then the event text is considered as a single segment instead of two. Each of the four sections of the source sentence is then fed to an independent LSTM using the same strategy as in Section 4.1. Figure 2 illustrates how the sentence Under basal conditions, TSC2 negatively regulates the expression of mTOR, so that ... is split and processed by this approach. The last vectors of the four hidden sequences are concatenated and passed as input to MLP for polarity classification.
Additional enhancements
We implemented and tested the following enhancements with both the single-segment and four-segment architectures from Sections 4.1 and 4.2 respectively.
Pre-trained word embeddings
We used Word2Vec (Mikolov et al., 2013) to preinitialize the word embeddings. We pre-trained these embeddings over the open-access subset of PubMed Central 3 . We used dimension 100 for these vectors.
Character-level embeddings
To capture information present in the morphological structure of a word, we extended our approaches to use character-level embeddings. Each word w in an input sentence is enhanced by adding character-level embeddings to its word embedding e w .
Given the characters of word w, each is mapped to an embedding e c . The resulting sequence of character embeddings {e c t } is then passed forwards and backwards through a bi-directional GRU (Goldberg, 2017) . Then, the last hidden vectors of the forward and backward GRUs are concatenated into the word's characters embedding e wc .
The word embedding and the word's characters embedding are then concatenated into an enhanced word embedding e w ′ = [e w ; e wc ], which is passed as input for the current word of our polarity network architecture.
Attention mechanisms for aggregation
So far, in all proposed approaches the last element of a sequence has been used as input to the MLP for classification. By doing this, the remaining sequence leading to the selected hidden vector is discarded with respect to classification. To account for this potential limitation, we implemented attention mechanisms (Bahdanau et al., 2014) to ag-gregate all the hidden vectors into the classification step of the network.
The attention mechanism functions as a weighted average of a sequence {h t } of vectors dictated by T t α t h t . The weight parameters {α t } are learnt jointly with the rest of the network parameters. The scalar coefficient α t for the vector h t is computed using the linear combination: a t = W a h t + b a , where the parameters W a and b a are shared for all the observations passed through the network. The resulting sequence of coefficients {a t } is normalized with the softmax function by α t = sof tmax({a t }) to enforce that the weights sum up to 1.
The single-segment architecture is enhanced with this mechanism on top of the sequence of hidden vectors produced by the recurrent network. For the four-segment architecture, we tested an attention mechanism for the hidden vector sequences of each segment of the sentence (shallow attention) and an additional approach that also includes an attention mechanism to aggregate, instead of concatenate the four resulting sequence vectors before the MLP step (deep attention). This deep attention approach computes a weighted average of the four sequences {s i }, dictated by 
Bidirectional LSTMs
At any given index t of a source sentence, the LSTM network considers only the sequence 1..t of words to compute the hidden state vector of w t . Clearly, this formulation discards information from words to the right of t. To address this limitation, we modified our architecture to use a bidirectional LSTM (Graves et al., 2013) as a drop-in replacement of the vanilla LSTM wherever it is used. Similarly to the bidirectional GRU, the bidirectional LSTM contains two distinct LSTM networks that process the input sentence left-to-right (forward) and right-to-left (backward). The last hidden vectors of both are concatenated and used for the next step in our architectures.
Dataset
To analyze the performance of the above approaches, we assembled a dataset of sentences associated with protein-protein interaction events, as well as polarity labels. The dataset was constructed through distant supervision (Mintz et al., 2009) , by aligning events extracted from biomedical literature by Reach, a biomedical IE system (Valenzuela-Escárcega et al., 2018) , with polarity labels from the SIGNOR database (Perfetto et al., 2015) .
SIGNOR contains approximately 20,000 manually curated protein interactions, the majority of which are annotated with the polarity of the effect of the interaction on the downstream protein (activation or inhibition). These signed interactions were used to establish the true polarities for each pair of proteins in the database. A potential issue with this approach is that an interaction among proteins may have more than one possible polarity depending on the biological context: for example, protein A may activate protein B in cell type X, but inhibit protein B in cell type Y. To mitigate this, we filtered the relations in SIGNOR for those annotated with only a single, unambiguous polarity, under the assumption that for the relatively well-characterized interactions prioritized for curation in a pathway database, the assignment of a single polarity would be a good indicator of "ground truth" for the majority of texts. Processing the SIGNOR database in this way yielded 17,163 protein-protein interactions among with a single polarity, composed of the following interaction types: 13,302 interactions with positive polarity, and 3,861 interactions with negative polarity.
We extracted protein-protein-interaction events from text by running the Reach IE system over all full-text articles in PubMed Central 4 , the PubMed Central Author's Manuscript collection 5 , and MEDLINE 6 abstracts (for articles not included in the full-text datasets). We kept all information about the events (e.g., triggers, participants, overall interaction type), but discarded polarity information. We assigned polarity labels by aligning these events with SIGNOR interactions that involved the same two proteins and the same overall interaction type, irrespective of sign (e.g., regulation of activity or regulation of phosphorylation). From this dataset we removed: (a) duplicate sentences, and (b) sentences containing events where at least one of the participating pro-tein names could not be grounded to an entry in the UniProt protein database 7 . This process produced 68,935 polarity-labeled events (with supporting sentences). For 54,105 of these events, the original polarity detector in Reach agreed with the SIGNOR polarity label (a strong indication that these sentences are easier to classify). For 14,830 events, Reach's polarity disagreed with SIGNOR (an indication that these sentences are more challenging). We call this dataset the DS dataset (from distant supervision). Table 1 The distant supervision process is potentially noisy (Yao et al., 2011) . To control for this noise, we also created two smaller hand-curated datasets, as follows: 1. We randomly sampled 100 sentences from the sentences where Reach agreed with SIG-NOR, and 100 from the sentences where Reach disagreed with SIGNOR. Based on the intuition mentioned in the previous paragraph, we call these partitions Easy and Challenge.
2. Because the focus of this work is on polarity identification given a correct event, we eliminated the false positive events from both partitions, i.e., events extracted by Reach that were not supported by the corresponding underlying sentence. Further, we removed sentences containing events where at least one of the participating protein names could not be grounded to UniProt. This reduced the size of the dataset to 62 Easy and 67 Challenge examples.
firming our expectation that the latter partition is harder than the former.
To facilitate reproducibility, we will release all these datasets (and the software) upon acceptance.
Results
We performed a five-fold cross validation experiment on the DS dataset introduced in Section 5 to assess the performance of the linguisticallyinformed baseline (Section 3) and of the various neural models previously described in Section 4. Note that this dataset contains all the elements from both Easy and Challenge partitions. The data was split randomly and the experiment was repeated with five different random seeds and the numbers reported are the corresponding averages from all the trials. Table 2 reports these average scores as well as the standard deviations for all the approaches analyzed. Tables 3 and 4 contain the results on the manually-curated Easy and Challenge partitions, when the corresponding models were trained on the entire DS dataset.
The code and data used to generate these results are available at this URL: https://github. com/clulab/releases/tree/master/ naacl-essp2019-polarity. Table 2 shows that the linguistically-informed approach performs reasonably well overall, with a F1 score of 0.862. This is encouraging, but also somewhat misleading. The DS dataset consists of mostly Easy examples, where Reach agreed with SIGNOR labels. As discussed in Section 5, the distribution of the examples in the DS dataset is 78.4/21.6% Easy/Challenge. Tables 3 and 4 show that the performance of the linguistically-informed approach, which is an improved version of the method in Reach, drops to 0.143 F1 when evaluated solely on challenging sentences.
Discussion

Discussion of the main results
On the other hand, the results summarized in Tables 2 through 4 demonstrate that overall, deep learning architectures that incorporate bidirectional recurrence with character-level embeddings perform the best. The reasonable explanation for this is that those specific enhancements are aimed at capturing more global information from the sentence, instead of just the information Table 2 : Deep learning scores from a five-fold cross-validation experiment on the larger DS dataset. The "mask" option indicates that event participants have been masked (please see Section 7.3 for details). Table 3 : Performance of all approaches on the Easy partition. The "mask" option indicates that event participants have been masked (please see Section 7.3 for details). Table 4 : Performance of all approaches on the Challenge partition. The "mask" option indicates that event participants have been masked (please see Section 7.3 for details).
found around the dependency path representing the event. Taking into account the full, global information in the sentence as a single segment results in a simpler neural network with fewer parameters, which may also explain why the foursegment architecture, which splits the sentence into subsequences according to the components associated with the cause, predicate and theme, and runs each through distinct recurrent components in the architecture does not perform quite as well as the full, single-segment architecture. Although the deep learning models generally outperform the linguistically-informed model, Tables 3 and 4 uncover an interesting pattern in the differential performance on the Easy and Challenge data sets. In particular, on the Easy data set, the linguistically informed approach performs exceptionally well, better than the highest performing deep learning model. The good performance of the linguistically-informed model is not surprising here because, as discussed, the instances in the data set were those for which the linguisticallyinformed agreed with SIGNOR. But it is encouraging that the best deep learning model manages to achieve this performance as well.
On the Challenge data set, however, the linguistically-informed model performance dives to an F1 of 0.143. Again, this is not a surprise given that these data were ones that specifically disagreed with a version of the linguistic model. However, the performance of the best deep learning model degrades just to 0.757 F1, demonstrating the capacity of the model to maintain relatively good performance in the face of more challenging data. We find this very encouraging, especially considering that the neural models were trained on the DS dataset, which contains distant-supervision noise. These results demonstrate that the neural models are able to generalize despite the presence of noise.
Somewhat surprisingly, no attention-based model outperformed the simpler bidirectional LSTM without attention. This highlights that the simpler LSTM method is sufficient to model polarity in this context, and that, possibly, the attention mechanisms are more likely to overfit on the distant-supervision noise present in this training data.
Analysis of complexity by negative terms
To better understand why the Challenge data set was more difficult, we compared the performance of the linguistically-informed approach to the best deep learning model in detail. In this experiment, we partitioned the data from the DS dataset into subsets according to how many negative polarity words (from the negative polarity lexicon described in Section 3) appeared in a sentence and evaluated each subset individually. Training for the DL approach was performed using five-fold cross-validation and the testing scores were computed only for the instances with a specific number of negative polarity words. Table 5 summarizes these results. Unsurprisingly, the scores are negatively correlated with the number of negative words in the sentence for both approaches. However, the linguistic approach suffers a much faster drop in performance as the complexity of the sentence increases. The best deep learning model, however, still attains good performance even when there are more than two negative words in the sentence. For example, the linguistically-informed method drops in performance from 0.904 F1 in sentences with zero negative words to just 0.6 F1 in sentences with four negative words, whereas the best neural model drops from 0.98 to 0.958 F1 in the same subsets. This is further proof that the neural methods are able to aggregate multiple negative-polarity hints from the larger context surrounding the events.
Masking participants
To mitigate the potential of our method to overfit to the entities present in the events analyzed, we implemented a variant of the previous analysis in which we replaced the words that belonged to a participant in a regulation event, both controller and controlled, with a predefined token that masks its identity but preserves its role in the event. For example, in the sentence PTEN Plays a Role in the Activation of the PI3K Signaling Pathway, the participants PTEN and PI3K will be replaced by the terms CONTROLLER and CONTROLLED, respectively. Table 6 presents the results of this analysis. The table indicates that the performance of deep learning models decreases in general. However, the same pattern observed when not masking the participants arises. That is, the deep learning approach is not affected as much when the number of negative terms increases compared to the linguistic approach. Please note that this evaluation is more stringent and could be considered a lowerbound to what can be expected from a real world scenario. It also proves that the deep learning models do capture most their signal from the structure of the sentence in which the event is extracted, and have a degree of resilience when facing participants that were not observed during training. Tables 2-4 also show results for a model trained with masked participants in the corresponding scenario.
Conclusions
We have introduced a corpus for the development and assessment of approaches to assigning correct polarity to biochemical events. Using this corpus, we trained and evaluated a variety of deep learning architectures and compared them to a linguistically-informed model.
The best-performing deep learning architectures incorporate character embeddings with a bidirectional LSTM across the entire input sentence, achieving an average F1 of 0.972 in a five-fold cross-validation study. This model was found to do just as well as the linguistically-informed model on examples that the linguistically-informed model does well on, but maintains much more robust performance in the face of more difficult cases.
We also explored a deep learning architecture that splits the input sentence into components that are generally meaningful for the task, but found that this did not reach the accuracy of the singlesegment input model, suggesting that there is important information spread across sentence components that should be jointly processed.
Additional work remains. Further work should be devoted to gain further F1 improvement, and the place to start is deeper analyses of the kinds of errors made by the best performing model. Another issue is speed efficiency: the linguisticallyinformed model processes a sentence much faster than the deep learning models, so is better-adapted for high-throughput use cases. An area of further exploration is to consider the pattern observed in Table 5 and assess the tradeoffs of using the fast linguistically-informed model for simpler sentences (with no negative words) and then use the slower deep learning model for more complex sentences.
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